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to drink less
booze!

Alternatives to considering the Swift Half,
the One for the Road or the Cheeky Red!

www.liveyourlifetherapies.com

With bonus
alcohol log!!

11 Ways to drink
less booze

Hello!
Thank you for downloading these tips!
The party and entertaining season of Christmas has been and gone,
so perhaps you are now looking for tips on how to drink less in
2020. Finding yourself always saying yes to the Swift Half, the One
for the Road or the cheeky little red? Maybe you tried Dry January
but found it a bit too much of a commitment? Maybe you have
NOW decided it is time to cut some units out of your week.
Welcome to this quick start guide!

11 Ways to CUT your booze levels!
I am an Alcohol Coach and Hypnotherapist based in Essex and
work also online with people. If life isn't how YOU imagined, then
get in touch. I use powerful therapies and techniques which are
fast and effective in helping YOU find that change.

best wishes,
Liz

www.liveyourlifetherapies.com

11 Ways to Cut your Units
The most simple ideas can be the most powerful in helping you
slash your intake of units. Use the bonus templates to log your
units. Good luck!
1. ALL ABOUT THE TIMING
Start Later – finish earlier. Providing you keep to your normal speed, or refuse to play
catch up on arrival, this will naturally mean that you drink less! You could make your
first drink a shandy or a soft drink. When it comes to leaving, set a plan for what time
you want to leave. Put an alarm on your phone, book a cab and tell the people you are
with what time you plan to leave. And then leave. This is a sure fire way to drink less!
2. LINE YOUR STOMACH

Eat before you drink – it is better for the lining of your stomach, but will also stop the
effects hitting you so hard. The longer food is in your stomach, the slower that alcohol
will go into your bloodstream.
3. FIND IT HARD TO SAY NO

Say no to alcohol and yes to the soft drink! But some people want Everyone & Anyone
to join them in an alcoholic beverage. If this applies to your crowd and you find it hard
to keep saying no - order a drink in a bottle and nurse it, or ask for a tonic water – and
tell people its gin and tonic!!
4. MIX IT UP

Ask for a soft drink occasionally! Get the odd pint of water, or have water alongside the
wine glass at dinner. It will quench your thirst!
5. GO SMALL

Choose a smaller wine glass – rather than going large of 250mls, go for 2 x small or
regular of 125 or 175 mls – you will notice you drink slower, particularly if you are
waiting for the round in a group.
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11 Ways to Cut your Units
6. SAVE YOURSELF SOME CASH AS WELL AS SOME UNITS

Save money on the Uber and offer to be the volunteer driver on one of the nights. You
can always have a drink at home if you really want one – but you will easily save
yourself some units on the night out!
7. DON'T FOLLOW THE CROWD

Rather than drinking in rounds with a big group, go in with a couple of people who
might be slower drinkers. Match the slowest rather than competing with the fastest!

8. QUIETLY DISAPPEAR TO THE LOO!

If the group start doing shots, nip to the loo. This could save you 6 units in one quick
trip!! And the group probably won’t notice!
9. PUT A LIMIT ON IT

How about leaving the credit card at home and limiting the cash in your wallet? Plan
how much you intend to spend and how many drinks you will consume – and stick to it.

10. CHANGE THE EMPHASIS

Head for some social life where the focus isn’t on drinking – cinema, theatre, Escape
rooms, 10 pin bowling. If you always seem to have an unintended heavy night with a
mate – then see if you can go with people who like nights with more than just beer.

11. STOP BEING SO HEAVY HANDED

If drinking spirits at home, measure out the quantity – you know that your version of a
single or double is probably more generous than the pub!! If drinking wine at home,
consider buying the half bottles, or use a smaller glass. Leave the bottle in the fridge or
the garage so you have to walk for every drink.
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Weekly Notes
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

NOTES & TRIGGERS

Thanks for reading this workbook
I hope you have enjoyed this guide and picked up some useful hints and tips for
cutting YOUR alcohol use. Print out the diary sheets and keep a log of your drinking
for a week or two. You may be surprised how easy it is for the units to add up.
If you would like to explore your relationship with alcohol in a bit more depth, then
please take a look at my One for the Road programme.
For £199 you will receive a 25 page PDF workbook containing:
Facts and Figures on drink, units and what alcohol does
Quizzes and questionnaires to help you understand YOUR relationship with
alcohol
Exploring the relationship between your emotions / feelings and when you
may drink more than you intend
Identifying the REAL cost of drinking too much
Included in this is a 75 minute 1:1 coaching session with me via skype. This is a
confidential and effective opportunity for you to explore your relationship with booze
and set some strategies for change. No pressure - just an easy down to earth
conversation with me as your coach to look at how things can be different. You will
leave the session with a clear plan of what you can do differently.
If you want to find new ways to enjoy your time without a beer helping you relax, then
this is the programme for you. For just £199, you will have a much better
understanding of your relationship with alcohol and know how to put YOURSELF back
in control.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Liz
07786 134541

liz@liveyourlifetherapies.com
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